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Estin Report Mission: To educate and inform by providing accurate and timely market information and 
analysis on Aspen real estate with a forthright, objective and professional lens.   

If you are a buyer or seller of Aspen real estate, the Estin Report is intended as an introduction to Aspen broker  
Tim Estin MBA, GRI services.  My goal is to help clients get the most value and reward for their real estate buying or selling 
decisions with well-considered and actionable information.  Please call 970.309.6163 or email me at tim@estinaspen.com 
to discuss your real estate situation.  

Aspen Snowmass Sothebys Broker Tim Estin, MBA, GRI, author of the Estin Report,  
has been regularly cited for market guidance in the following:  

Wall Street Journal, Business Week, Bloomberg Report,  Denver Post, Boston Globe,  
Financial Times, BBC, Aspen Times, Aspen Daily News, NPR/KAJX, Colorado Public Radio 

If you want to buy or sell a piece of the Aspen lifestyle,  
call Tim at 970.309.6163 just like the experts do. 

ABOUT  

·  In late 2013, Aspen broker and native Tim Estin moved to Aspen Snowmass Sotheby's International Real Estate in 
downtown Aspen from Coldwell Banker where he’d been an elite top-performing 1% global Previews Specialist agent. 

· Awarded Coldwell Banker's highest distinction, the International President's Premier Award presented to less than half of 
1% of its 116,800 worldwide broker force for outstanding sales results.   

· Consistently places in the top tier of Aspen real estate agents for sales performance and has been regularly recognized as 
one of the Best Real Estate Agents in Colorado by RealTrends. 

· Since 2006, he has written and published The Estin Report and AspenRealEstateblog.com, the original sales, marketing 
and research platforms for Aspen Snowmass real estate information. 

· The #1 trusted resource for the “Aspen Real Estate Market” according to Google organic search.  
No ads. No gimmicks. No nonsense. 

· Called "One of the town's best real estate brokers" by local media and cited regularly for market guidance.  

· Served as Aspen Board of Realtors Liaison to City of Aspen and Pitkin County, communicating land use code 
changes, governmental policies, political issues and their consequences to Aspen's real estate brokerage community. 

· The single broker selected by Pitkin County Board of Commissioners from the 700 member Aspen Board of Realtors to 
serve on the 2006 Pitkin County Land Use Code Rewrite /Technical Advisory Group - a 3 year process. 

· Former research associate/consultant with Sno-engineering Inc, then based in Aspen, CO and Lyme, now called  
SE Group, the pre-eminent international mountain resort planning firm in the US. 

· Founding director of the 10th Mountain Division Hut Association, the 34 hut/350 mile backcountry ski hut-to-hut trail 
system between Aspen and Vail.  

· Architect's apprentice for Fritz Benedict, his mentor, good friend and Aspen's noted architect for whom the Aspen Music 
Festival's 1,500 seat Benedict Tent is named amongst many others. 

· Long-time family roots in Aspen with insider connections. Attended elementary school at the “Yellow Brick” in Aspen’s 
West End. Graduated high school from Choate Rosemary as the 1st ever student elected to serve on the Choate School 
Board of Trustees and senior class president. 

· BA in Political Economy from Colorado College and MBA from Boston University Graduate School of Management. 
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Disclaimer:  The statements made in The Estin Report and on Aspen broker Tim Estin's AspenRealEstateBlog.com represent the opinions of the author and should 
not be relied upon exclusively to make real estate decisions. A potential buyer and/or seller is advised to make an independent investigation of the market and of 
each property before deciding to purchase or to sell. To the extent the statements made herein report facts or conclusions taken from other sources, the information 
is believed by the author to be reliable,  however, the author makes no guarantee concerning the accuracy of the facts and conclusions reported herein.  Information 
concerning particular real estate opportunities can be requested from Tim Estin at 970.309.6163 or by email tim@estinaspen.com    

The Estin Report is copyrighted 2017 and all rights reserved. Use is permitted subject to the following at-
tribution, "Estin Report on Aspen real estate" with an active link to the source  www.EstinAspen.com 

This report covers Aspen and Snowmass Village sales in the 1st Quarter 2017 (Jan 1—Mar 30) and the Year 2016, and it 
brings the reader up to the date it was written in late May 2017.  It compares year over year results and, where 
indicated, to historical data since 2006. There are two sections: 1) The Aspen market (includes Aspen and Brush Creek 
Village; 2) The Snowmass Village market (the ski resort).  The included properties types are single family homes, condos, 
townhomes, duplexes and residential vacant land/lots sold at over $250,000. Fractionals are not included. As the focus is 
on the upper Roaring Fork Valley and what happens in Aspen ripples outward and downvalley, Woody Creek and Old 
Snowmass sales are no longer included in sales calculations. (Both areas are of minimal consequence to overall statistics 
but there is one exception: the Sales by Neighborhood Tables on Pgs 20 and 28 include Woody Creek and Old Snowmass 
respectively.) Abbreviations are:  Aspen (ASP), Brush Cr. Village (BCV)  and Snowmass Village (SMV). The source data is 
the Aspen MLS which maintains data for 10 years.               Data download 4/3/17; Estin Report final 6/7/17 V 4.1 
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 Aspen Sales by Property 
Type and Year 
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For Dollar Sales, refer to the left axis; for Unit Sales, refer to the right axis. 

Figures are for all residential and vacant land property sales in Aspen and  

Brush Creek and Snowmass Village over $250,000. Woody Creek , Old Snow-

mass and fractional sales are not included.  

Note: All tables and charts are best viewed on a tablet or notebook. The report is available at EstinAspen.com in Current Reports as PDF. 
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Executive Summary 
June 7, 2017 

 
Aspen is in turn-a-round mode from a dismal 2016 when global uncertainty curtailed buyers' appetite for luxury high 
end second home purchases. Post-election 2016 through late spring 2017, an upper-end Aspen real estate recovery is 
in full bloom.   
 
 Sales over $10M 
 

For 2017 YTD through April 30th, there were 5 property sales over $10M versus 1 sale over $10M during the 
same period in 2016 -   a Monarch on the Park PH condo that sold at $15M/$4,276 sq ft on 2/5/16. Of these 5 
sales, (2) were over $20M ea. at an avg. $2,431 sq ft; (3)  were between $10-20M at an avg. $2,056 sq ft. If the 
property is in town and priced over $10M, it should sell above $2,000 sq ft; if out of town, there's approximately 
a 15-30% discount for these luxury properties.  
 

 Stats: 2017 YTD (Jan 1 - April 30, 2017) 

 
Aspen Single family home sales thru Apr YTD 
Unit Sales: +127% (25) thru April ‘17 from (11) thru April ’16  
Dollar Sales: +239% $192M thru April ‘17 from $57M thru April ‘16 
Aspen condo sales thru Apr YTD  
Unit Sales: +13% (43) thru April ‘17 from (38) thru April ‘16 
Dollar Sales: +11% $94M thru April ‘17 from $84M thru April ‘16 
SMV Single family home sales thru Apr YTD 
Unit Sales: -8% (11) thru April ‘17 from (12) thru April ‘16 
Dollar Sales: -17% $41M thru April ‘17 from $50M thru April ‘16 
SMV condo sales thru Apr YTD 
Unit Sales: -6% (29) thru April ‘17 from (31) thru April ‘16 
Dollar Sales: -5% $29M thru April ‘17 from $31M thru April ‘16 

 
But not everyone is happy.  Reasons: 1) Although Snowmass Village, representing 20-30% of our total combined market 
at any given time, survived 2016 relatively unscathed  - its sales were fairly even with the prior year and it suffered 
significantly less in 2016 than Aspen - the resort was down mildly in Q117; 2) The surging Aspen market activity 
grabbing local head-lines these days is very specific: location specific, property specific, style/design specific, property 
age specific...and then, there’s inside the roundabout (good) and there’s outside (ho-hum). Not all are celebrating. 
 
If one is prepared to pay premium prices and pour money into prescient developer’s pockets who saw the lack of new-
built product 2-4 years ago and strategized the redevelopment of prime-located residential properties coming to 
fruition now, seek out this concentration of in-town, new-built product. Justifiably so. 
 
If one is looking for motivated sellers and good-to-great values in stunningly beautiful settings just 5-15 minutes 
beyond downtown Aspen, play the contrarian hand and re-discover and embrace the areas and neighborhoods so 
favored by prior famous and not-so- famous Aspen settlers. 
 
What’s Trending 
 
Design/Style Tastes 
At present, the market strongly favors contemporary and modern over mountain style.  In general, properties in the 
‘contemporary’ mode whether new, like-new remodel or ‘retro’ cool of high quality are disproportionately preferred by 
buyers. Homes heavy with timber, logs and statement-making wood finishes,  a ubiquitous style much in favor pre-
recession during the 2000’s,  is not the flavor of today.  



But. We may be reaching a point where the costs* and hassles of new-build construction are so onerous that finding 
and upgrading / remodeling older homes with “good bones” – creating value with what already exists at half the price 
of new construction ($400-500 sf) - may make greater sense to a value buyer as well-located lot prices continue to 
spike upwards and most of the property’s intrinsic value is in the dirt.  
 
Urban versus Rural 
 
Whereas mountain life used to be for getaways and a reprieve from the city, today’s mountain living preferences favor 
walkability, bikeability, proximity to services and sport, culture and art venues,  convenience and minimal drive time. 
“Who has/wants time for rural?” has actually been heard on the street … 
 
Liquidity 
  
Aspen's experience during the Great Recession has taught us important lessons which we had never previously 
experienced - at least since the rise of Aspen's modern day era in the early 1950's. 
  
Historically, Aspen has suffered recessions similarly to other high end areas of the country but with this singular and 
important difference: it was last in, first out. 
  
Aspen endured this most recent recession like all other high end, luxury resort communities: sales plummeted, prices 
dropped slowly in 2009 then with increasing velocity, bargain hunters came in, significant discounted sales took place 
at 30-55% off 2008 peak prices, "new" market comparables took hold, sellers slowly adjusted to the new normal, buyer 
confidence began to return. 
  
But the Aspen market may have been irretrievably altered. Instead of last in, first out, we were "in" with everyone else, 
(simultaneous melt-down everywhere) but slower to recover than other resort areas. 
  
The coastal, urban areas recovered the swiftest with the vacation resort communities following and then the mountain 
communities. Aspen took longer to bounce back. No longer could we own the “first back” claim. Some mountain areas 
still haven't completely recovered.  
  
Aspen's downtown core properties suffered the least and came back the quickest of all Aspen's most desirable 
neighborhoods. Its pre-eminence in terms of this "liquidity- testing" - the ability to trade during the worst of the worst, 
of value preservation - not losing as much as others, and recovery speed - was unmatched. 
  
It is likely one important factor - amongst a number of trends: traffic concerns and preferences an active, in-town 
lifestyle - that explains the high prices presently being witnessed in the Core and why downtown continues to become 
ever-more popular.  
 
In terms of liquidity, this may be patently obvious to most but bears underscoring, the priority Aspen neighborhood 
buys are, in this order: 1. Aspen core; 2. Historic West End; 3. Lower Red Mountain; 4. Higher Red Mountain. 
 
For value plays, the following areas are worthy of buyer's focus due to their relative proximity to town but lack of 
‘cachet’ and their mixed-use residential zoning characteristics which translates to lower prices: Smuggler area, East 
Aspen close-in to the Core (Midland and Park Avenues, King St, Gibson Ave, Riverside Dr and Riverside Ave, Lacet Ln, 
Crystal Rd and Crystal Lake (Aspen Club area) , McSkimming, Eastwood, Knollwood) and West Aspen close-in to Core (E. 
Hopkins, E. Hyman, Brown Ice Skating Rink areas).  
* “New construction price per sq ft range: $600-900, but use $750 for hard costs and add 20% soft costs for design, permitting, etc at $150 sq ft = $900 all in. 
Landscape design is part of soft cost design; Landscape install is part of hard cost.”,  says Steev Wilson, founder and principal of Aspen’s well-regarded Forum Phi 
Architects. 



Investor Groups Buying up Aspen 
 
For the past 1-4 years, there have been at least six well-funded real estate investment groups buying up select Aspen 
commercial and residential properties. In the case of 2-3 of them, their market concentration is substantial (one 
residential group has as many as 15+ properties) and probably game-changing in their influence of local market 
dynamics. 
 
In commercial, the game is buy and hold: purchase “A” class commercial, upgrade the property, raise rents, hold for the 
the end-game, long-term appreciation.  
 
In residential, the primary targets are well-located residential properties in Aspen’s downtown core, the historic West 
End and to a lesser extent Red Mountain. The groups will buy at market, or slightly less, and quickly re-list or “flip” the 
property as a redevelopment project for sale - often the very next day - at a significant premium, 30% and up, from 
what they paid.  
 
Over the duration of the listing  - until it sells - they will add value by executing the following:  
 

1) Perform a land use inventory analysis of what the property can provide per Aspen zoning rules and regulations. In 
many cases, this will have already been performed as part of due diligence, pre-purchase. 

2) Create architectural renderings, at times actual plans, for a re-built or new home on the site often, prepared prior to 
closing and presented as marketing package on the 1st day of the new flipped listing. 

3) Begin the Aspen Historical Preservation Commission review if the subject is designated “historical”.  
4) Start the site-plan approval process with the Aspen Community Development Department (P&Z).  
5) Obtain a building permit, break ground and commence new construction 

 
What the buyer gains in paying these ‘flip’ premiums is: 1) A clear vision and path to the property’s redevelopment;  
2) Entry into the City of Aspen or Pitkin County’s development/approval process pipeline sooner than later.  
 
As it presently takes approximately 2-3 years to build a new home, time is absolutely money, and this more sure path 

makes a lot of sense to some buyers.  

“A conservative estimate for the design, approval and permitting process takes about 9-12 months before one can break 

ground - from first application to breaking ground - currently”, according to Chris Bendon of Bendon-Adams, (formerly 

Director, City of Aspen Community Development), “This does not include client design at the beginning. It could be quicker 

especially if there is no historic preservation improvement on the property. But the planning and building departments are 

very busy these days.” The process used to take 4-6 months. 

In a number of recent cases, these new-built or in-process remodeled homes developed by the investor groups have 
sold at barrier-breaking, new higher price-points. The investors only really needed to sell one of these properties to set 
a new pricing threshold for the market - as they are in fact creating and self-justifying their own sold property 
comparables.  
 
Are they ‘controlling’ the market?  They are riding an upward wave which they helped create and has been supported 
by favorable macro-economic and local real estate trends that they were clever and well-resourced enough to stake 
out before everyone else. They have set, or at the very least definitively contributed to, the direction of the market. As 
long as the market co-operates, everyone benefits; if it turns, these guys will be the 1st out dumping it all, with every-
one else clamoring for the exits in freefall. 

 

 



 
Aspen’s 6-Year Real Estate Cycles …? 
 
According to Aspen’s well-respected top appraiser Randy Gold, the longest up cycle Aspen real estate has ever 
witnessed is 6 years with 2015 as the peak of the 6th year in the recent post-recession cycle. This may explain, in part , 
the downturn experienced in 2016. As good as 2015 was,  2016 - the 7th or 1st year of the old or new cycle, we don’t 
know -  was as poor. (These cycles can be viewed in the Market Direction charts on pages 15 and 24.)  
 
Does this mean that 2017 is going to be the 2nd year of a down cycle?   
 
As this report is written in early June 2017, it is hard to imagine the year performing poorly.  Q1 2017 was the second 
best performing 1st quarter since 2011,  second only to Q1 2015. April and May 2017 are up significantly especially in 
sales of properties $10M and up. We are off to a solid and positive start with a notable increase in activity over same 
time last year. (See Estin Report: Monthly Market Snapshots on website.)  
 
This summer peak season awaits and, barring unforeseen events, all expectations are that that it will be busy and 
transaction driven. We are seeing well-priced, well-located properties go under contract quickly and starting to witness 
multiple bid situations this spring.  
 
The trends mentioned below draw attention to some market constraints and confirm the accelerated pace of sales we 
are experiencing. 
 
 
Building Costs and Construction Challenges 

 
Lumber costs:  According to the National Association of Builders, the price of lumber has increased 19% in the 
past year since May 2016,  and it is up 68% since early Jan 2016. 
 
Labor – worker shortage:  A Nov 2016 Denver Post headline ran “Colorado’s construction unemployment rate  
2.4% versus 5.2% nationally“.  While this unemployment rate has risen slightly in spring 2017, the availability of 
construction labor is a challenge even though Colorado is the #1 ranked state in unemployment. The article 
went on to explain:  

“An aging construction workforce, too few young adults entering the skilled trades, reduced migration by 
construction workers and wages that lag rising living costs are all contributing to the shortfall.  And none of those 
trends are easy to reverse… In summer 2001 there were 176,100 construction workers on Colorado payrolls and 
the state’s construction workforce peaked again at 176,900 in summer 2007, according to labor statistics. In Sept. 
2016, there were 172,600 construction workers on employer payrolls — the closest Colorado has come to prior 
peaks. The big difference now is that the state has 1.1 million more people than it did back in 2001. And hidden 
within those peaks was a very steep valley following the housing downturn and recession.” 
 

Traffic/Transportation constraints: Aspen is at the end of a valley and there’s one way in, one way out for 
significant transportation hauls from the west. In mid-Aug. 2017 for at least 90 days, the Grand Avenue Bridge 
Replacement Project in Glenwood Springs is expected to cause 1-hour delays for traffic entering and exiting 
Interstate 70, the main access point servicing Aspen. It is illegal and impossible for large trucks to come over 
Independence Pass from the east which is only open during the summer/early fall. 
 
Competing construction projects: There at least four large construction projects competing for similar 
resources all at the same time: OneAspen Townhomes (at the base of Lift 1A), Hotel Jerome, Aspen Club 
Residences, W Hotel (site of the former Sky Hotel). 
 



Construction valuations and record activity: In spite of the constraints mentioned, 2016 was the busiest year in 
the Aspen City Building Dept since 1989, the beginning of the present chief building inspector’s tenure,  
according to a Jan 2017 Aspen Times article.   Construction valuation based on the number of permits issued in 
2016 was $384M. In 2015, it was $179M; in 2014, $224M. The increase in large residential projects is the main 
reason for the high 2016 valuation. 
 
 

Real Estate Transfer Tax (RETT) 
 
Property purchases within the City of Aspen are subject to a 1.5% tax.  The City Finance Department reported in early 
May 2017 that “Housing and Wheeler real estate transfer tax collections for April 2017 were up 29%. On an annual 
basis, collections for real estate transfer taxes are tracking roughly 57% ahead of 2016 figures to date.”.  
2017 YTD: $2.63M   +57%   2016 YTD: $1.67M   -51%   2015 YTD: $3.40M   +41%   2014 YTD: $2.41M   
 
Condos 
 
Condo Complexes facing Special Assessments – Approximately 90% of Aspen’s condo supply was built in the 1960’s and 
1970’s. Typically, a complex will upgrade every 10-15 years. Some have upgraded in the present cycle, others have not  
and are looking old and tired. A number will face expensive exterior remodel special assessments in the next 1-5 years. 
Condos whose interiors have been re-modeled, are in like-new condition and competitively priced, are selling briskly. 
 
Snowmass Village (the resort) 
 
SMV real estate is truly a bargain compared to Aspen prices: SMV homes are now selling at an average 30 - 40% dis-
count and condos at an average -50% discount to Aspen versus the historical 25-30% pre-recession discount. The Aspen 
Ski Co’s purchase of the Base Village properties in Dec. 2016 is fueling optimism that at long last the Base Village will be 
finished out. Ground breaking for a new Snowmass Limelight Hotel is to occur spring 2017.  Other considerable building 
projects are in the immediate advanced planning and pre-construction pipeline. 
 
Hot Aspen Neighborhood List 
 
Aspen Downtown Core - sizzling 

East End – close to town convenience. Focus is on McSkimming Rd, Riverside Dr, the Aspen Club areas. 

Hwy 82 corridor - east from town to Mountain Valley is seeing a critical mass of new activity due to river-front locations 

and easy downtown access that trumps the once perceived negatives of highway road proximity and traffic. 

Historic West End – especially locations east of the 300 block due to its Core proximity. 

Red Mountain – premier view properties at premium prices. 

Perimeter locations to town - for example, Cemetery Ln area, may represent good value to a buyer who predicts 

construction costs are rising fast and wants to lock in costs now.  

McLain Flats/Starwood, Woody Creek and Old Snowmass - for value buyers, beautiful view lots with older homes and 

acreage and, generally, motivated sellers. 

 

And remember...in real estate, objective statistics rarely define subjective reality.  Aspen is about 
world class quality of life, family, fun and time is short. Enjoy. 

 



Aspen   
     In 2016, the Aspen real estate market alone 
accounted for 75% of dollar sales, 62% of unit 
sales and 62% of the listing inventory of proper-
ties for sale of the total combined Aspen Snow-
mass marketplace. Typically, Aspen accounts 
for 70-80% of the combined marketplace. The 
fact that Q1 2017 looks as strong as it does is 
certainly positive and supported by an upward 
turning trend line as indicated on the bottom of 
Page 15, “Quarterly Market Direction”.  
     Since 2010, the average single family home 
(SFH) price per sq ft has risen 30% to $1,275 sq 
ft and condos up 34% to $1,334 sq ft. However, 
this metric has been skewed upward by the sale 
of premium priced new built or like-new re-
modeled.  
 

Snowmass Village 
     SMV real estate is a truly a bargain compared to 
Aspen prices: SMV homes are now selling at an 
average 40% discount and condos at an approxi-
mate average 50% discount to Aspen compared to 
SMV’s historical discount of 25-30% pre-recession. 
SMV is all about ski access, family fun and conven-
ience, and the most desirable properties are large 
ski homes on-the-mountain with big views and 
instant on/off ski accessibility. On the other end of 
the spectrum are Aspen School District family 
homes In SMV without ski access in the $1.5-
$2.5M range. As fully 70% of SMV properties are 
ski in/out, any wise investment would want to  
include easy ski access.  
 

Aspen and Snowmass Village Maps 



Aspen and Snowmass Village Key Metrics by Quarter: Q1 2017 vs Q1 2016 

Luxury Sales $10M and Over: Q1 2017* vs Q1 2016 
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*For 2017 YTD through April 30, 2017, 
there were 5 property sales over $10M. Of 
these 5 sales, 2 were over $20M ea. at an 
avg. $2,431 sq ft; 3 were between $10-
20M at an avg. $2,056 sq ft. If the property 
is in town, newer and $10M+ ask, it should 
sell above $2,000 sq ft; if out of town, 
there's a 15-30% discount for these luxury 
priced properties. In the same period 
2016, there was just 1 sale over $10M, a 
Monarch on the Park PH condo that sold 
at $15M/$4,276 sq ft on 2/5/16. 



Aspen and Snowmass Village Key Metrics by Year:  2016 vs 2015 

Luxury Sales $10M & Over: 2016 vs 2015  
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Above: Typically, 1st Quarters do not tell us very much about the direction of the year. They are usually the slowest 
quarter of the year. Q1 2016’s poor performance at the time looked like either a huge fall-off from Q1 2015 or that it 
was tracking similarly to the preceding 3-4 years but with Q1 2015’s high performance level an anomaly. The fact that 
Q1 2017 looks as strong as it does is certainly positive and supported by an upward turning trend line as indicated on 
the bottom of Page 15, “Quarterly Market Direction”. Below: Since 2010, the average single family home (SFH) price 
per sq ft has risen 30% and condos up 34%. However, this metric has been skewed upward by the sale of premium 
priced new built or like-new remodeled product which is misleading as not all properties are new.  

Bars represent $ volume by property type (left axis) and shaded areas represent unit sales/listing inventory (right axis) 

NOTE: Starting Sep 27, 2013, the Aspen MLS changed the accounting method for Duplexes; Du-
plexes are now combined with Condos and Townhomes. Includes Aspen and Brush Creek Village, 
not Woody Creek, Old Snowmass, and Snowmass Village. Vacant land excluded for scale reasons.  

Note: On Sep 27, 2013, the Aspen MLS changed the accounting method for Duplexes; Duplexes are now combined with Condos and Townhomes. Includes 
Aspen and Brush Creek Village, not Woody Creek, Old Snowmass and Snowmass Village.  
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Aspen Real Estate Historical Sales  - 1st Quarter (Jan 1 - Mar 30) Comparisons   
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Above: In 2016, the Aspen real estate market alone accounted for 75% of dollar sales, 62% of unit sales and 62% of 
the listing inventory of properties for sale of the total combined Aspen Snowmass marketplace. Typically, Aspen 
accounts for 70-80% of the combined marketplace. Underscoring the severe sales drop-off in 2016, unit and dollar 
sales then were at levels last seen in 2011. A remarkable turn largely attributed to election year uncertainty.  
Below: While the average sold price per sq ft had been stuck in an almost constant trading zone of $1,000 +/- sq ft 
from 2010-2013 for whatever type of property, it has risen convincingly from 2013 to 2016. For condos, the price per 
sq ft has risen 28% overall in those 3 years, or 9% per year, while for single family homes (SFH) it has climbed 19% 
overall, or 6% per year. But again, new or remodeled selling product is skewing these averages higher. 

Bars represent $ volume by property type (left axis) and shaded areas represent unit sales/listing inventory (right axis) 

NOTE: On Sep 27, 2013, the Aspen MLS changed the accounting method for Duplexes; 
Duplexes are now combined with Condos and Townhomes. Includes Aspen and Brush Creek 
Village, not Woody Creek, Old Snowmass, and Snowmass Village. Vacant land is excluded for scale reasons.  

Note: On Sep 27, 2013, the Aspen MLS changed the accounting method for Duplexes; Duplexes are now combined with Condos and Townhomes. Includes 
Aspen and Brush Creek Village, not Woody Creek, Old Snowmass and Snowmass Village.  
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Aspen Real Estate Historical Sales - Annual Comparisons 



ASPEN QUARTERLY DOLLAR AND UNIT SALES SINCE 2009 
All lines represent Dollar Sales by property type (left axis) except total Unit Sales (the right axis)  

ASPEN QUARTERLY DOLLAR AND UNIT SALES IN PAST 10 YEARS 
All lines represent Dollar Sales by property type (left axis) except total Unit Sales (the right axis)  

*Total Unit Sales refer to all Res w/Improvement; excludes Vacant Land due to scale. 
  Note: On Sep 27, 2013, the Aspen MLS changed the accounting method for Duplexes; Duplexes are now combined with Condos and Townhomes.  
  Aspen is defined by Aspen and Brush Creek Village and does not include Old Snowmass and Woody Creek.  

*Total Unit Sales refer to all Residential w/ Improvement, excludes Vacant Land due to scale. 
  Note: On Sep 27, 2013, the Aspen MLS changed the accounting method for Duplexes; Duplexes are now combined with Condos and Townhomes.  
  Aspen is defined by Aspen and Brush Creek Village and does not include Old Snowmass and Woody Creek.  
  

Quarterly Market Direction For Aspen 

Quarterly Market Direction For Aspen Since 2009 
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7 1 2 3 4 5 6 Cycle Begins: 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Cycle Begins: 



The significant sold price discount to ask and to original prices - at an average 17-22%  discount - highlights the disparity 
between sellers’ expectations and what a buyer is willing to pay. It suggests there are many over-priced homes for sale but 
for reasons unique to Aspen, sellers appear to have little need to sell, at least for financial reasons, and can afford to be 
patient.  
 
For perspective, during the pre-recession peak in 2007–2008, properties were selling at an average 96-97% to ask and in 
many cases at full ask and above. 

MLS #130921 - Moore Subdivision, McLain Flats, 455 
Sunnyside Lane, Aspen. Sold Date: 02/01/2017 at 
$24,406,000/$1,741 sq ft; furnished.                                           
 
Ask and Orig Price: $36,000,000. (1,284 days on the 
market since 07/23/2013 .) 2015 built, 8 bdrm/8 ba/3 
hba, 14,017 sq ft home with 3 car garage on a  4.9 acres. 
New spec home on a bench between McLain Flats Rd 
below and Starwood above. Exclusive McLain Flats 
neighborhood of a handful of $20M+ homes with huge 
senior water rights creating lakes and abundant water 
features.. Fully furnished and move-in ready. Extras 
include theater, indoor pool/spa, outdoor pool/spa, full 
outdoor kitchen, cabana spaces, all wrapped in the new 
''mountain modern'' style.  Under Contract Date: 
11/28/2016.  
 
(Photo courtesy of Bowden Properties.) 

Aspen Sales by Property Type:  Q1 2017 vs Q1 2016 

Highest Priced 'Newer Built' Aspen Single Family Home Sale Q1 2017  

*Includes Aspen and Brush Creek Village, not Woody Creek, Old Snowmass and Snowmass Village.  
**Absorption Rate is calculated by dividing the number of sales within a given period (3 mos.) by the months in a given period (3) to establish the rate of 
sales per month, and then dividing the inventory by this rate of sales. It is the amount of time it should take to sell off the current supply of properties. 
 
Note: On Sep 27, 2013, the Aspen MLS changed the accounting method for Duplexes: Duplexes are now combined with Condos and Townhomes.  
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Aspen’s mid-market – home sales priced $3M-$7.5M— was down 59% from (58) sales in 2015 to (24) sales in 2016.  Luxury sales $10M and 
over were off the most of any price-point and sales in this category fell 60% from (25) sales in 2015 to (10) in 2016. This luxury fall-off corresponds 
to what one was hearing anecdotally from other luxury markets throughout 2016: sales were off considerably – foreign buyers dried up, 
uncertainty prevailed, and there was (still is) an abundance of high priced inventory. Note, the higher the ask price: 1) the greater the selling 
discount to ask and original prices; 2) the more expensive the price per sq ft which increases about 10% between the $3-5M to $5-7.5M ranges,  
then the rate of increase slows to 5% between  $7.5  to  $10M and 3% between $10 to $15M. Which makes sense:  the more expensive the 
property,  the more unique,  the better  the location,  the higher the build quality and finishes,  the more abundant the amenities and perks. 

*Includes Aspen and Brush Creek Village, not Woody Creek, Old Snowmass and Snowmass Village.  

Aspen* Single Family Home (SFH) Sold Price Points 2016 vs 2015 

Most Expensive Aspen Condo/ Half Duplex Sale & Record Price/Sq Ft Q1 2017  

MLS #145398 - Calderwood, Central Core riverfront, 1096 Waters 
Ave., Aspen, Sold 3/16/2017 at $5,300,000/$2,176 sq ft; 
furnished.  
 
Ask Price: $5,595,000. (Orig Price: $6,500,000 & 379 days on the 
market since 03/02/2016.) 2016 built, 4 bdrm/4 ba/1 hba, 2,435 
sq ft riverfront half-duplex with 1-car garage on a 6,786 sq ft lot. 
Brand new in-town home on the river with Aspen Mountain views 
Located in Aspen’s downtown core with the Roaring Fork River 
running past the living room and master bedroom on the north 
side and Aspen Mountain views on the south.  Comfortable 
walking distance to restaurants and Gondola. Under Contract 
Date: 02/16/2017.  
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2016 sales were dismal compared to an explosive, high performing 2015. In mid-year 2016, the press attempted to 
make the argument that 2016 sales to that point compared similarly to prior years, excluding 2015, and that the big 
numbers realized in 2015 created unrealistic expectations for 2016. That 2015 was an anomaly. The headline ran, 
“Was 2015 that good or is 2016 that bad?” Certainly, there was the sense that the upward trend line of 2015 would 
continue in 2016. But the reality was that 2016 was not on par with prior years...it was in fact the lowest in dollar and 
unit sales since 2011, the very bleak days of the recession. 2016 was not “holding its own” as the article suggested. It 
was imploding under the weight of election uncertainty, weak oil prices, fears of a slowing China. 
 
And perhaps the fact that the Aspen real estate up-cycle was into its 7th year was the real cause of the slowdown. 
According to Aspen’s well-respected, uber appraiser, Randy Gold, the longest up-cycle we’ve ever witnessed is 6 years 
with 2015 as the 6th year in this most recent cycle.  As good as 2015 was, 2016 was as poor. 

Aspen* by Property Type: 2016 vs 2015 

MLS #143235 - West End, 118 N First Street, Aspen. Sold on 
01/12/2017 at $2,550,000/$1,187 sq ft; furnished.   
 
Ask Price: $3,100,000. (Orig Price: $3,650,000 and 310 days on 
the market since 03/08/2016.) 1888 built and 1985 remodel-
ed, 3 bdrm/3 ba/1 hba, 2,147 sq ft home on a 3,000 sq ft lot. At 
the corner of First and Bleeker Streets across from the Yellow 
Brick playground with gorgeous cottonwood trees. Walk  every-
where. Under Contract Date: 10/07/2016.   
Post Sale “Flip”: The property was ‘made available’ (not in the 
MLS) the next day at $5.99M/$2,776 sq ft, furnished and its 
address at 118 N First St was changed to 131 W Bleeker St. The 
house is to be remodeled. It went under contract with the new 
ask price within days, expected to close newly renovated on 
4/30/18. Early June 2017 update: It “fell out of contract” and 
has been re-listed at $6.5M. Contact Tim for sales info.  (For 
more details, see Flip Jobs Section at www.EstinAspen.com) 
                                                                                              (Photo courtesy of Douglas Elliman Real Estate.) 

Best Aspen Single Family Home Buy of Q1 2017 and Post Sale ‘Flip’ Example 
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MLS #141311 - E. Aspen, 302 Park Ave, Aspen.  Sold 1/24/17   
at $6,140,000/$1,208 sq ft; furnished. Ask Price: $6,595,000. 
(Orig Price: $6,995,000 and 470 days on the market since 
10/12/2015.) 2003 built, 6 bdrm/6 ba/1 hba, 5,082 sq ft home 
with 3 car garage on a 5,275 sq ft lot. Just a few blocks from 
the Core, across the Hopkins St / Roaring Fork River pedestrian 
bridge. Under Contract Date: 12/26/2016.   
As new, contemporary homes are all in fashion these days, 
clients often ask, “What’s the $ premium for new?” Examples 
of new in similar neighborhoods are: 1) A striking 2005 
built/2103 remodeled contemporary home at 257 Park across 
the street from this subject. It is under contract to close Oct 
2017 at an estimated $6M/$1,666 sq ft, or +38% more per sq 
ft than subject 302 Park built in 2003; 2) From the preceding 
page, 1096 Calderwood built in 2016 sold at $5.3M/$2,176 sq 
ft.   
(Photo courtesy of Coldwell Banker Mason Morse) 

Q1 2016 $ Sales  ($) 

Condos, Twn-
hms, Duplexes 

75% 
(27) 

SF Homes 
25% 
(9) 

Total Sales: 36 

Q1 2016 Unit Sales 

*Includes Aspen and Brush Creek Village not Snowmass Village. 

Condos, Twn-
hms, Duplexes 

50% 
($50,685,500) 

SF Homes 
50% 

($50,365,455) 
  

Total Volume: $101,050,955 

SF Homes 
42% 
(24) 

Total Sales: 57 

Q1 2012 $ Volume ($) Q4 2016 $ Sales ($) 

Condos, Twn-
hms, Duplexes 

31% 
($62,632,000) 

SF Homes 
69% 

($139,738,000) 

Q4 2016 Unit Sales 

Total Volume: $202,370,000 

Q1 2017 $ Sales ($) 

Q1 2017 Unit Sales 

SF Homes 
56% 

($82,391,000) 
  

Condos, Twn-
hms, Duplexes 

44% 
($65,153,450) 

Total Volume: $147,544,450 

SF Homes 
36% 
(16) 

Condos, 
Twnhms, 
Duplexes 

64% 
(28) 

 

Total Sales: 44 

Aspen* Quarterly Sales Comparisons 

Q1 2017 Highest Sold Price/SqFt for Aspen Home Built Pre-2005 

29% 

64% 

% Chg-

4% 

-41% 

% Chg-

4% 

78% 

% Chg-

-15% 

-15% 

% Chg-

Condos, 
Twnhms, 
Duplexes 

58% 
(33) 

46% -27% 

22% -22% 
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Aspen Single Family Home Sales by Neighborhood* 2016 Year 

*All sales are for single family homes unless otherwise indicated. This table includes specific Aspen neighborhoods only and Woody Creek. Not all 
neighborhoods are represented.  For Snowmass Village neighborhoods and Old Snowmass see page 26. 
 
**Absorption Rate is calculated by dividing the number of sales within a given period (3 mos.) by the months in a given period (3) to establish the rate 
of sales per month, and then dividing the inventory by this rate of sales. It is the amount of time it should take to sell off the current supply of 
properties. 
 

Note: Tables and charts are best viewed on a tablet or notebook. The report is available at EstinAspen.com in Current Reports as PDF. 
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The most single family home sales by neighborhood in 
2016 were in the historic West End, a neighborhood 
frequently at the top of this list along with Red Mountain 
and the downtown Core. Homes that have taken 
generally longer to sell are in the McLain Flats/Starwood 
area, one of Aspen's most beautiful areas atop a high 
mountain mesa with mature Aspen tree groves and 
stunning views just 10-15 min. from town. Why? 
Convenience trumps beauty...a preference for urban vs 
rural. Reasons buyers should explore Starwood and West 
Aspen beautiful properties just 5-15 minutes out of town: 
the fact that they are away from busy bustling higher 
density downtown; larger lots/acreage; greater privacy; 
stunning high mountain views; better price negotiating 
room and superior values. © Estin Report: Q1 2017 www.EstinAspen.com 



The actual sold $ price/sq ft of condos will vary considerably depending on many factors: precise downtown location, unit’s location 
within a complex (i.e: top floor vaulted ceilings and corner units command premium prices), the complex condition itself, special 
assessment prospects, mountain views, river frontage, ski access, level of finishes, remodeled or not, overall size, amenities, etc. 

Aspen Condo Sale Comparisons: 2016 Year vs 2015 Year 
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Aspen Condo Sale Comparisons:  Q1 2017 vs Q1 2016 

©  Estin Report: Q1 2017: www.EstinAspen.com 

Note to viewer: Tables and charts are best viewed on a tablet or notebook. The report is 
available at EstinAspen.com in Current Reports as a PDF. 

Note to viewer: Tables and charts are best viewed on a tablet or notebook. The report is 
available at EstinAspen.com in Current Reports as a PDF. 
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Bars represent $ volume by property type (left axis) and shaded areas represent unit sales/listing inventory (right axis) 

SMV Base Village is a huge development project that stalled during and after the recession—developers aborted 
construction, walked from debt, banks failed and/or were nationalized (German). A mess. Its future plans since the 
recession have been uncertain until the end of 2016 when a clear path forward for the resort was finally announced. The 
Aspen Skiing Co teamed up with East West Partners to buy out the uncommitted developer Related Co’s holdings in Base 
Village. According to the Ski Co’s website, the purchase includes all remaining development parcels and commercial spaces 
in base village, the Snowmass Hospitality property management company and the Viceroy Hotel, including the unsold 
condo units within the Viceroy. The joint venture has indicated it will begin construction on the partially completed Base 
Village core in Spring 2017 and appears committed to the completion of Base Village build-out early ski-season 2019/2020. 
For the SMV community and property owners, this is a long time coming, and there is renewed excitement around final 
completion of the Base Village project and SMV real estate prospects. 

Snowmass Village Real Estate Historical Sales  - 1st Quarter (Jan 1 - Mar 30) Comparisons 

*Snowmass Village only. Vacant Land is excluded from graph for scale reasons.  
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Bars represent $ volume by property type (left axis) and shaded areas represent unit sales/listing inventory (right axis) 

*Snowmass Village only. Vacant Land is excluded from graph for scale reasons.  

Above: SMV real estate is a truly a bargain compared to Aspen prices: SMV homes are now selling at an average 40% 
discount and condos at an approximate average 50% discount to Aspen compared to SMV’s historical discount of 25-30% 
pre-recession. SMV is all about ski access, family fun and convenience, and the most desirable properties are large ski 
homes on-the-mountain with big views and instant on/off ski accessibility. On the other end of the spectrum are Aspen 
School District family homes without ski access in the $1.5-$2.5M range. As fully 70% of SMV properties are ski in/out, any 
wise investment must include easy ski access. Below: The average Price/Sq Ft for SFH’s has jumped 36% since 2014 due to 
larger, slope side homes selling thereby pushing this metric upwards. For condos, the past 5 year average from 2012-2016 
at $653 sq ft, has been largely unchanged. About 60% of the SMV condos inventory for sale is Studios – 2 bdrms, a product 
largely undifferentiated other than price - unless top floor, vaulted or high ceilings, views, corner units, or other uniquely 
appealing features.  

Snowmass Village Real Estate:  Annual Historical Sales Comparisons  
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SMV QUARTERLY DOLLAR AND UNIT SALES SINCE 2009 
All lines represent $ volume by property type (left axis) except total unit sales (the right axis) 

SMV QUARTERLY DOLLAR AND UNIT SALES OVER TIME 
All lines represent $ volume by property type (left axis) except total unit sales (the right axis)  

Note: On Sep 27, 2013, the Aspen MLS changed the accounting method for Duplexes; Duplexes are now combined with Condos and Townhomes. 
*Total Unit Sales refer to all Res. w/ Improvement; excludes Vacant Land due to scale. 

Note:  On Sep 27, 2013, the Aspen MLS changed the accounting method for Duplexes; Duplexes are now combined with Condos and Townhomes. 
*Total Unit Sales refer to all Res. w/ Improvement; excludes Vacant Land due to scale. 
 

Quarterly Market Direction For Snowmass Village 

Quarterly Market Direction For Snowmass Village Since 2009 
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MLS #145354 - Two Creeks, 1170 Two Creeks Drive, 
Snowmass Village. Sold on 01/30/2017 at 
$7,650,000/$1,405 sq ft; furnished.  

Ask and Orig Price: $8,500,000. (374 days on the 
market since 12/09/2015.) 2000 built, 5 bdrm/5 ba/2 
hba, 5,442 sq ft home on a 1.61 acres lot. Enjoy ski-in/
ski-out access from this beautiful Two Creeks Estate. 
Two Creeks is one of SMV newest subdivisions with 
larger ski accessible homes built off the newer Two 
Creeks Gondola ski trail eco-system. HOA Dues: 
$1,125 per Yr. Under Contract Date: 12/30/2016.  
For additional sales info, please contact Tim Estin 
970.309.6163.  
 
(Photo courtesy of Coldwell Banker Mason Morse-Aspen.) 

Why is SMV real estate so much less expensive than Aspen?  There is no real SMV discount in construction costs as many people 
assume. Those are the same whether SMV or Aspen — it is an equal amount of travel and hassle to transport services, supplies 
and labor to either resort. Some call this the "mountain premium of 25-30%. The discount comes primarily from three sources:  
1) Aspen’s attractiveness and desirability as an authentic historic mountain mining town with it's own community versus SMV’s 
identity as a tourist village and ski resort; 2) Property marketability - SMV versus Aspen: during the recession, SMV suffered 
mightily and still continues to recover whereas Aspen suffered far less and its recovery has occurred approx. 3-4 years earlier. 
Aspen real estate has been ‘recession-tested’ for its superior liquidity compared to SMV.  For that advantage, Aspen costs more, 
SMV less; 2) Land prices: the least expensive SMV lot was a $1.325M in a Feb. 2017 sale in the Horse Ranch subdivision; the least 
expensive Aspen lot sale in 2017 was $1.6M in the Eastwood neighborhood for a crowded Aspen Mtn view lot with compromised 
driveway access. Aspen lots generally start at $2-3M and up.  

Snowmass Village by Property Type:  Q1 2017 vs Q1 2016 

Highest Priced Snowmass Village Home Sale Q1 2017  

NOTE:  Starting Sep 27, 2013, the Aspen MLS changed the accounting method for Duplexes; Duplexes are now combined with Condos and Townhomes. 
*Absorption Rate is calculated by dividing the number of sales within a given period (3 mos.) by the months in a given period (3) to establish the rate of 
sales per month, and then dividing the inventory by this rate of sales. It is the amount of time it should take to sell off the current supply of properties. 
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MLS #144182 - Owl Creek Townhomes, 408 Burnt Mountain Drive, 
Snowmass Village. Sold on 03/01/2017 at $3,590,000/$987 sq ft; 
furnished.  

Ask and Orig Price: $3,590,000. (450 days on the market since 
12/18/2015.) 1997 built, 4 bdrm/4 ba/1 hba, 3,634 sq ft 
townhouse on a 3,484 sq ft lot.  This premier Owl Creek 
Townhome is conveniently located with direct ski access from the 
property to the Two Creeks chair lift. The sold price is typical of 
what these townhomes have been selling for in the past 5 years. 
HOA Dues: $23,177 per Yr. Under Contract Date: 12/30/2016.  
 
For additional sales info, please contact Tim Estin 970.309.6163.  
 
(Photo courtesy of Douglas Elliman Real Estate-Durant.) 

There was a surge of $3M-$4.99M home sales in SMV in 2016, up 320% from (5) in 2015 to (11) in 2016, due to the 
high quality SFH properties that are difficult, but not impossible, to find at a similar price point in Aspen. In SMV, there 
is a sweet spot of excellent single family home inventory for sale in the $3-6M range that would cost 30-40% more in 
Aspen.  Similar to Aspen, SMV new built or like-new remodeled product is selling well as are higher end properties 
located directly on the SMV slopes. The $2.5M and under market in SMV has been particularly attractive to families 
moving from down valley or to the Aspen area from afar who want to be within the Aspen School District. The school 
district western borderline is Watkins Divide Road a few miles to the west of SMV. 

Snowmass Village Single Family Home Sold Price Points 2016 vs 2015 

Highest Price & Highest Price/Sq Ft  Snowmass Village Condo/Townhome Sale Q1 2017  
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Q1 2016  $ Sales ($) 

Condos, Twn-
hms, Duplexes 

57% 
($26,754,200) 

Total Volume: 
$47,234,200 

SF homes 
43% 

($20,480,000) 

Q4 2016 $ Sales ($) 

Q4 2016 Unit Sales 

Condos, Twn-
hms, Duplexes 

83% 
(29) 

SF homes 
17% 
(6) 

Total Sales: 35 

Condos, Twnhms, 
Duplexes 

  
66% 
(19) 

SF homes 
70% 

($42,997,000) 

SF homes 
34% 
(10) 

Q1 2016 Unit Sales 

Total Volume: 

$61,386,875 

Total Sales: 29 

The primary real estate selling seasons in Snowmass Village are winter and spring due to the prevalence of ski 
accessible properties that characterize the resort. More visitors come to SMV for winter skiing (and property 
purchases) than the relatively slow summer months.  Ski in/out living defines the Village and it is the main real estate 
draw. Summer and fall transaction activity generally drops off dramatically. The off-season months may be the best 
time for buyers to find deals as seller's may be more motivated, not inclined to endure another winter of property 
carrying costs. When currency rates have been favorable (not in 2016) Brazilians and Australians have made up 
approximately 10% of the SMV market as they enjoy the reversal of seasons, their summer vacations are our winters. 

Condos, Twnhms, 
Duplexes 

30% 

($18,389,875) 

Q1 2017  $ Sales ($) 

Total Volume: 
$47,391,778 

SF homes 
53% 

Condominiums,  
Townhomes & Du-

plexes 
47% 

($22,504,278) 

SF homes 
26% 
(7) 

Condos, Twnhms, 
Duplexes 

74% 
(20) 

Total Sales: 27 

Q1 2017 Unit Sales 

Snowmass Village Sales by Property Type 2016 vs 2015  

Snowmass Village Quarterly Comparisons 

22% 

-42% 

% Chg 
17% 

22% 

% Chg-

-30% 

5% 

% Chg-

17% 

-33% 

% Chg-

-23% 

-7% -25% 

0% 
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Snowmass Village SFH Sales by Neighborhood* 2016 Year 

*All sales are for single family homes unless otherwise indicated and for specific SMV neighborhoods only. Not all are included. In Old Snowmass, sales in 
2016 were dominated by lower priced transactions (under $$1.5M) in Gateway, Little Elk Cr and Lazy Glen (mobile homes) neighborhoods. The area is 
also characterized by high end single family home and ranch properties above $1.5M due to its more rural and country character, and those are the sales 
relevant to this report. 
 
**Absorption Rate is calculated by dividing the number of sales within a given period (3 mos.) by the months in a given period (3) to establish the rate of 
sales per month, and then dividing the inventory by this rate of sales. It is the amount of time it should take to sell off the current supply of properties. 
 
 
 

Note: Tables and charts are best viewed on a tablet or notebook. The report is available at EstinAspen.com in Current Reports as PDF. 
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Wood Run offers the most desirable ski in/out properties 
followed by Ridge Run. These were the earliest 
subdivisions built slope side on the Snowmass Ski Area. 
Divide is known for larger sized ski accessible homes and 
had the most expensive home sales in 2016. Melton 
Ranch offers less expensive, Aspen School District, 
homes on the north side of Snowmass Village looking 
towards the ski area with beautiful views, but no slope 
side, ski accessible, living. Fox Run area is near Two 
Creek Gondola offering larger sized lots, views, and lift 
proximity. Horse Ranch offers homes with big views 
overlooking protected open spaces at excellent values 
but no ski access.  
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SMV 2016 condo sales were remarkably similar to 2015. 2-Bdrm units comprised about 40% of sales followed by 3-Bdrms.  The  
important differentiators in 2-bdrms are: quality and location of condo complex, top floor with high ceilings, views, corner 
units, unit size, ease of ski access and other factors - making this property type highly price sensitive. 

Snowmass Village Condo Sale Comparisons 2016 Year vs 2015 Year 
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Snowmass Village Condo Sale Comparisons Q1 2017 vs Q1 2016 
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Note: Tables and charts are best viewed on a tablet or notebook at EstinAspen.com as PDF. 
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Vacant lot sales were off considerably in 2016 as less expensive, good inventory was mostly picked over and sold in 2014 and 
2015 to spec builders and developers.  Lots of worthy investment potential are difficult to find but may be still possible. A 
sampling of recent vacant lot sale price range by location is: West End 6,000 sf lot (avg size) = High $3's-$5M+; Mountain Valley  = 
$2.5-3M; Aspen Highlands = $3.5-4M; Red Mountain: $8-10M+; Starwood =$3-4M; Maroon Creek = $3-4M. There are a handful of 
developer/investor groups buying up Aspen Core (downtown) and Historic West End residential properties and turning around 
literally the next day re-listing, or flipping them, at 30%+ higher than what they just paid (see Executive Summary Page 7). 
For specific information on these “flip jobs” as I call them, see www.EstinAspen.com, Menu Item: “Flip Jobs: Before/After” at  
http://bit.ly/1Z5PzIx. Many of these redevelopment projects are for sale now as completed properties.  
Contact Tim at 970.309.6163 or tim@estinaspen.com for more information. 

Estin Report:  Vacant Land Historical Sales 
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MLS #141898 - Horse Ranch, Snowmass Village Single Family 
Vacant Lot, 380 Branding Lane, Snowmass Village.  Sold 
02/13/2017 at $1,325,000. 

Ask and Orig Price: $1,500,000. (435 days on the market since 
12/06/2015.) This is a 24,786 sq ft, single family vacant lot. 
One of the last, and certainly best, vacant lots remaining in 
Snowmass. The seller, an original owner, had his choice of 
Horse Ranch sites, and this was it. End of cul-de-sac privacy 
and unfettered 270-degree views toward the Cont'l Divide, the 
tops of Ajax and Highlands, Burnt Mtn, Hidden Valley, the golf 
course and Horse Ranch pastures below. Flat building site and 
sunny all day. 2016 taxes: $14,310; HOA Dues: $190 per Yr. 
Town of Snowmass Village Transfer Tax of approx. 1.0% 
payable by buyer. (Photo courtesy of Berkshire Hathaway Home Services) 

MLS #120210 - Wood Run, Snowmass Village Single Family 
Vacant Lot, 611 Edgewood Lane, Snowmass Village. Sold 
01/04/2017 at $9,050,000. 
 
Ask and Orig Price: $12,500,000. (2,121 days on the market 
since 07/10/08.) This is two contiguous, gently sloping ski in/
out lots on total 1.87 acres or 81,282 sq ft.  An absolute one of 
a kind opportunity to create a private two-home compound in 
Snowmass. No other opportunity exists like this in all of 
Snowmass. Surface water rights to create ponds and water 
features. Adjacent to open space for added privacy. Located 
low in subdivision for quick easy access and walking distance 
to the mall. Available only as a package. 2014 taxes: $28,576; 
HOA Dues: $180 per Yr. Town of Snowmass Village Transfer 
Tax of approx. 1.0% payable by buyer. (Photo courtesy of Aspen 
Snowmass Sotheby's International Realty-SMV) 

MLS #142732 – West End Vacant Lot,  433 W. Bleeker, 
Aspen.  Sold on 01/13/2017 at $3,400,000.   
 
Ask Price: $3,495,000. (Original Price: $3,695,000 and 341 days 
on the market since 02/19/2016. The lot has “been available”, 
but not in MLS for the past 6 years at prices ranging from $4-
4.6M.) This is a typically sized 6,000 sq ft vacant lot in the Historic 
West End. It is on the south side of the street (north is considered 
more desirable as it faces Aspen Mtn) and backs up against an 
alley between Bleeker and Main Sts. The lot has no significant 
trees on it that might constrain views or handicap development 
of the property. This is the least expensive West End lot sale in 
the past year. Broker comments, "One of the few remaining 
vacant lots in the West End. Aspen Mountain Views (on the back 
of the house) and within walking distance to town and the music 
tent." 2017 Taxes: $21,189. Under Contract Date: 11/06/16.   
 
(Photo courtesy of Douglas Elliman Real Estate-SMV) 
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